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INTRODUCTION FOLLOWING
This portfolio contains the main assignments from my first semester as a 
graphic design student. 

Before every main assignment I have been introduced to the relevant sub-
jects, tutored and challenged via weekly assignments that I have posted 
on my reflection blog. https://tonigiskemo.wordpress.com

One of the biggest challenges has been to develop an understanding for 
general design principles and apply them to my work, and at the same 
time learn the basics of design software like Adobe Illustrator and InDe-
sign.

My personal outcome is a starting point for my design intuition and a 
taste for the esthetic that probably will change as I evolve as a designer. 
But as mentioned above this is my starting point, and I am now able to 
look back and critique my own work based on my beginner experience.

The design style of this portfolio reflects who I am; a newbie designer 
playing around and making the most out of basic design principles. The 
layout is minimalistic with a white background and black text so it acts as 
a canvas for my design work.

The first part of this portfolio contains my interpretation of the tasks and 
my graphical work. The second part contains the reports I wrote when I 
originally delivered my assignments.

The picture on the right was shot by my wife, Anne Chatrin Giskemo.



Design Principles
Mandatory Assignment 01

Interpretation of the task.

The assignment was to research and explore the following 9 
design principles:

1. Figure/Ground
2. Continuation
3. Closure
4. Proximity
5. Similarity
6. Symmetry
7. Common Fate
8. Prägnanz
9. Regularity

And then pick the three of them that stood out to us, come 
up with our own ideas to illustrate them and sketch them. 
Each of them should be made by hand with paper, pencil, a 
knife, paper and any other relevant materials and tools.

I chose the principles:

- Figure/ground
- Continuation
- Closure





logo
Mandatory Assignment 02

Interpetation of the task

Anders Braathen and Even Vehla are starting a restaurant/
pub thatspecialize in dude food and beer. My task is to design 
a company logo to use on signs, menus, business cards and 
other relevant materials.

Concept and target

The concept is to serve good quality food with complimenting 
beers foreach meal. The dishes are to be cheap, around 100-
150 NOK. The targetgroup is young urban people form 18 to 35 
years old interested in culture,food, design, trends and night-
life.





layout
Mandatory Assignment 03

Interpetation of the task

“Opplysningskontoret for egg og hvitt kjøtt” wishes to make 
a brochure that shows some of the endless possibilities when 
using eggs as an key ingredient to make cheap dishes. 

Strategic design

The brochure is meant to target students and young adults.  
My approach has been to use modern colors combined with a 
good amount of whitespace.

For the main headings I used a modern blocky sans serif type-
face, like often seen in social medias.

For the recipes headings and some of the text I used a hand-
written font to give the feel of hand made, since the people 
reading the brochure hopefully will try making the dishes 
them self.









Photography
Mandatory Assignment 04

Interpetation of the task

The purpose of this assignment was to encourage students to 
experiment with photography throughout this semester. We 
were to explore different topics and techniques within photog-
raphy by shooting a minimum of one image for each of the 
topic listed bellow.

- Night Photo - hint: slow sync
- Freeze water - hint: fast shutter speed
- “Misty / veil” - hint: slow sync
- The golden section - hint: composition
- Motion - hint: shutter
- Contrast - hint: dark-light, big-tiny
- Low key or high key - hint: exposure
- Curves and lines - hint: composition
- Drawing with Light - hint: slow sync
- Depth - hint: first, middle and background

Procedure

Create a well thought out composition of your 10 images. 
Deliver the 3 best images and their descriptions. The technical 
settings for each portfolio images (aperture, shutter speed, 
ISO, and focal length). Reflections on the composition of the 
three images

ISO 100
60 MM
F/2,8
1/100 SEC

This one I got lucky with. My dog Polly was laying on the couch 
and suddenly the sunlight from the window hit her head in just 
the right way. I grabbed my camera and got the shot I wanted. 
Low key background and high key spot on Polly’s  head.

LOW KEY HIGH KEY



ISO 100
18 MM
F/11
1/250 SEC

Driving over Valdresflya this fog appeared. The 
lighting conditions made it possible for me to have 
a fast shutter speed and handhold the camera 
while get a sharp and clear image.

MISTY/VEIL

ISO 100
11 MM
F/4,5
0,6 SEC

For this picture I slowed down the shutter 
speed, held the camera pointing at my self 
and spinned around. This way I captured mo-
tion in the background while taking a selfie.

MOTION



Assignment
reports



Design Principles
Mandatory Assignment 01

Research and work process

Creative methods

At first I searched on Google and Pinterest to se examples of all 9 design principles. Then I decided 
witch one I wanted to work with and started sketching ideas. I drew a lot of ruff sketches before 
landing on both idea and figuring out how I was going to draw them more detailed(and less ruff).

Sketches

I have little to none experience with sketching, so I relay a lot on taking my time both planning 
and trying out different versions of the same thing. The second most important tool to me when 
doing the final sketh is a ruler. By measuring and putting in some endpoints/guiding dots on the 
paper I have something to help me draw symmetrical.

Design
Figure/ground

This was the concept I struggled the most with. Coming up with the ideas was not a problem, but 
to execute them was next to impossible for me. Therefore I chose this simple idea because it really 
highlight what the concept here is:

The figure has the same shape as the ground, but is turned upside down. By turning the sketch 
upside down every element in the sketch can be seen as two different objects.

I used the ruler to draw the main guidelines and I softened the corners by freehand.

Continuation

Of the three principles I chose, this was the vaguest for me. The easiest and most clear way for me 
to illustrate this principle was to sketch something that could be perceived as to different things.

This sketch took the longest to get it looking right. The ruler was used to both measure up grids 
and setting up endpoints/guiding dots to draw after. In lack of a compass (math tool) I used a 
shot glass to sketch Newton’s cradle(or eyes, coins and heads, depending on how you see it.

Moodboard

Closure

This way of showing the closure principle has been in my life since I was a little kid. I used to play 
a game called Rayman and this videogame-character has no limbs. But you still se him as a whole 
person, not two hands, two feet, a stomach and a floating head. I chose to draw a cat to illustrate 
this.

I tried to use my whole arm when I sketched the circles to avoid making them look crooked. I drew 
very soft before darkening the main parts and using an eraser to clean up the sketch.

Links:

Inspiration Closure

Rayman:
http://raymanpc.com/wiki/script-en/images/thumb/c/c8/R1_
site_Rayman.jpg/200px-R1_site_Rayman.jpg 

Drawing circles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSJ125T96YQ

Inspiration Continuation

Seal:
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/622399461489901568

Wallet:
https://img0.etsystatic.com/000/0/6193324/
il_570xN.230048030.jpg

Stick figure:
http://www.clipartbest.com/cliparts/xig/6pp/xig6ppriA.png 

Newton’s cradle:
http://www.analyticalsci.com/uploads/6/4/4/6/64467329/
s270904456481439361_p118_i2_w1799.jpeg 

Figure/Ground

Batman/The penguin:
https://visscom.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/tumblr_l9lewt-
0jaa1qz4f43o1_500.gif



logo
Mandatory Assignment 02

Research and work process

Creative methods

Mind mapping showed me that several of the required style expressions
for this logo (set by the assignment) overlapped each other and therefore
can be represented by the same elements in the logo.

Required style expressions:

- Hipster
- Letterpress
- Quality
- Homemade
- Professional

Inspiration Methods

I searched “Hipster cartoon” on Google to get reference material. I want to
combine the word mark and icon by making the “&”-sign also look like a
hipster.

By choosing letterpress font I also include elements of quality, homemade
and professional.

Analysis
How do the logos for similar businesses look?

Naboen

The restaurant Naboen has the subheading: “Pub 
& Restaurant”. The logo shows to hands toasting 
with their beer mugs, indicating this is a place to 
relax and have a good time.

Henrik Øl og Vinstove

This restaurant only uses word mark as logo. The 
font does not tell me what kind of restaurant 
they are, what clientele they wish to attract or 
what price range they operate within.

Spisekroken

Spisekroken restaurant uses word mark with bor-
ders over and under. For me this indicates quality 
and traditional food.



Sketches Moodboard



Design
Type

As mentioned earlier there are some required style expressions for this task. Letterpress, quality, 
homemade and professional are all presented by the word mark in the logo. I could not find a suit-
able letterpress font, so I chose a sans serif at Adobe Typekit and added a texture to make it
look like letterpress.

Logo

I worked the logo in the &-sign in the word mark. I Googled “hipster cartoon” and got some refer-
ence material and made the sign look like a hipster by adding a hat, glasses and a mustache. The 
playfulness also hint that this is not an expensive restaurant.

Colors

I search “hipster” on Adobe Color and picked three colors from a colorscheme. The colors are after 
my opinion something you would see on a lotof hipster clothing.

Composition

The &-sign is made big to highlight the logo and at the same time theword can be split up in to 
two lines so that the entire logo has the form of a rectangle.



layout
Mandatory Assignment 03

Research and work process

Creative methods

I started by skimming trough some cookbooks I have to see if I got the feel of whom they were 
targeted against. I wrought down and drew ideas in notebooks, forcing my self to create several 
ideas for layout and composition. I experimented with colors by tweaking ideas on Adobe Colors 
website, to see what matched and gave med the feel of being targeted (since I’m an young adult 
and student, I’m targeting my self for this brochure).

Inspiration

Good design inspires me, regardless what the product is. It also helps that the design I’m looking 
at is targeted against the same group as my own product. For this assignment I got the inspiration 
and ideas from a combination of books about making coding websites and cookbooks. 

Analysis

My finished product puts it self apart from the cookbooks I’ve got in my bookshelf. I tried to de-
sign it a bit playful, but at the same time making it look professional. It’s especially important to 
wake up these emotions with the target group when they glance at the front cover, so that they 
want to pick up the brochure. My goal was to make the front cover look stylish, but not fancy. And 
at the same time make it look none expensive, but not cheap (design-wise).t

Sketches



Moodboard



DESIGN

STYLE/GENRE

I’ve tried to style the brochure to make it look modern. The block font is some-
thing you can se on modern types of content both on print and in digital media. 
I want the brochure to say that this is cool, and you can make these dishes with 
ease.

The front and back cover has elements clearly communicating that this is about 
eggs, and the recipes are meant to be cheap (egg carton and coins). 

The inside of the brochure should give the reader a hint that this can be a playful 
and enjoyable experience, both making the dishes as well as eating them. The 
background texture is a picture of the inside of the egg carton, symbolizing that 
now the carton is open we can start cooking.

TYPOGRAPHY

I’ve used four different fonts from two typefaces:

Ingra ExtraBold and Ingra Cd Extra Bold for the block letters, and for the copy 
Ingra regular.

These fonts have a look that often appears in videos and images that are aimed 
for a younger audience, like videos on YouTube or TV2 Humor. I added a texture on 
the biggest headings to make it look like it was printed directly on the egg carton. 

This Typeface can be found at Adobes TypeKit (link in end of report).

Banau for a handwritten look.

In addition to contrasting the blocky typeface Ingra, the handwritten look goes 
well with homemade food. It looks elegant, but not too fancy and thus not expen-
sive. 

COLORS

As mentioned I went with modern types of color, similar to the yellow used in the NRK series 
SKAM.

I started with a base color of yellow extracted from the yolk of an egg, but had to darken it due to 
readability. Then I used Adobe Color to find suitable colors with the triad setting. The four colors 
I used trough the brochure were Black/key, yellow HEX: FFB012 , purple HEX: 9723CC and purple 
HEX: 7B04B2.



COMPOSITION, LAYOUT, GRID
I chose a 4-column grid per page/8-column grid across the entire spread.  Different 
parts of the text are placed on the opposite side of each other on the same page. 

Pictures are often placed on the opposite side as the texts on the two page 
spreads.

Front cover:

After sketching several ideas, I tried out different placements of objects before 
deciding on the composition of the picture.  In addition to the eggs and carton, I 
used coins and a shopping list as an extension to the message in the under title “7 
cheap easy-to-make recipes. Color grading and adding text was done in Photoshop.

Inside:

On every page, except the spreads with the preface and Baconis recipe, I’ve used 
whitespace to make breathing room for the reader, making it easier on their eyes. 
To match the unleveled egg carton on the front cover, I placed thepictures of the 
dishes in the same way. The corners are bleeding outside of the frame to make is 
seem like the pictures are laid down by hand, matching the feel of handwritten 
and homemade. 

Back cover:

Cropping the front cover picture, the egg carton is closed again and the cooking is 
over (for this time).  Text is placed on the opposite side of each other.

SOURCES AND REFERENCES
Inspiration and technic for cover photo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cb5bjlnDkCs

Ingra typeface: https://typekit.com/fonts/ingra

Banau typeface: https://www.behance.net/gallery/42363037/Banaue-Free-Brush-font

Books:

“Graphic design School” by David Dabner, Sandra Stewart and Eric Zempol.
 Unit Two: Fundamentals of composition
 Unit three: Fundamentals of Typograhy

“LOGO DESIGN LOVE” by David Airey
 Moodboard/inspiration/research

”HTML & CSS – Design and build websites” by Jon Duckett
 Moodboard/inspiration/research

“Maten & kjærligheten” by Stian Jacobsen and Trygve indrelid.
 Moodboard/inspiration/research

“Fristende spansk” by Spektrum publishing (Original writer not mentioned)
 Moodboard/inspiration/research

“För – Mat uten mor” by Jørgen O Grann
 Moodboard/inspiration/research

“Knallgodt – Mat til hverdag & fest” by Marit s. Marvik
 Moodboard/inspiration/research

Magazine:

“PÅ STRANDA” by Martin André Kristoffersen, Ole Kristian Årdal, David Sviland, André Skjeggestad 
and Lars Jenssen.
 Moodboard/inspiration/research



Photography
Mandatory Assignment 04

I’m glad we were encouraged to start taking pictures and challenge our self early in the 
semester. I joined a local photo club and spent a lot of my spare time taking pictures 
not just for the assignment, but also as a hobby. 

The pictures for this assignment are shot over several months, putting in a lot of work 
for both composing the motives and learning to adjust the camera settings, failing and 
repeating the whole process over and over again until I got it right. I’m really proud of 
some of the pictures I got and it has been an even bigger challenge to get the expo-
sures and colors I wanted without editing on the computer.

My experience


